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tion about each gene pair develops, some of these up-Bidirectional Gene Organization:
stream gene candidates may change category or beA Common Architectural Feature determined not to encode protein.)
A common feature of these bidirectional loci is theof the Human Genome
presence of a CpG island between the genes (Figure
1A). In nearly all cases, a CpG island overlapped partially
or entirely the first exon (or occasionally more than oneAfter completion of the human genome sequence, much
exon) of each gene. The only exception was the PARP2effort has been devoted to the identification of new
gene; however, its adjacent gene encodes an RNase Pgenes and their functions. Significant biological informa-
RNA subunit, which is transcribed by RNA polymerasetion can also be gained from the analysis of genome
III, and not polymerase II (Ame et al., 2001). Thus, essen-organization. One of the major features of bacterial ge-
tially all RNA polymerase II-transcribed genes associ-nomes is the arrangement of genes in operons. This
ated with a bidirectional locus have a CpG island be-organization ensures effective gene coregulation and is
tween them, in agreement with the fact that CpG islandsthought to facilitate replication of heavily transcribed
are commonly found in housekeeping genes (Gardiner-areas owing to the co-orientation of both processes
Garden and Frommer, 1987). The size of the CpG island,(Blattner et al., 1997). Another interesting aspect of ge-
as assessed by the number of CpG dinucleotides, is notnome organization is gene density. Both the bacterial
a determinant of bidirectionality, however.and yeast genomes are densely organized. In Saccharo-
We also examined non-DNA repair genes with house-myces cerevisiae, at least 6274 genes are arranged in
keeping functions, including those involved in nucleara 13 Mb genome (Kumar et al., 2002; Mewes et al., 1997),
processes, such as DNA replication or cell cycle regula-and the mean size of one gene per 2 kb. In contrast,
tion, as well as those involved in metabolic pathways,there are estimated to be about 30,000–40,000 human
such as nucleotide, lipid, amino acid, or carbohydrategenes within the 3 Gb genome (Lander et al., 2001;
metabolism (Supplemental Figure S1B and S1C). AmongVenter et al., 2001), with a calculated average spacing
170 such genes examined, 37 genes (22%) had an up-of 85 kb. Many of us have assumed that the human
stream divergent transcription unit. Remarkably, 7 outgenome is dispersed relative to simpler organisms, not-
of 14 genes (50%) implicated in the initiation of DNAwithstanding well-known gene clusters, but in fact, the
replication and 7 out of 17 citric acid cycle genes (41%)analysis of such questions is still in its early phases
were arranged in a divergent fashion. In total, we exam-(Lander et al., 2001). Rare exceptions involving ex-
ined 290 genes with housekeeping functions (both repairtremely close proximity have been reported because
and non-repair), and 30% (87 genes) corresponded tothey were unexpected. For example, at least twenty loci
divergent bidirectional transcription units within 1 kb ofin which two genes are located closely in a bidirection-
each other (Figure 1B). Sixty-six of these 87 genes (76%)ally divergent (head-to-head) fashion have been de-
had a proximity within 0.3 kb.scribed; these loci include BRCA1/NBR2, DNA-PKcs/
In order to evaluate large regions of the genomeMCM4, ATM/NPAT, DHFR/MSH3, G6PD/NEMO, and
rather than functional classes of genes, we examinedKu86(KARP-1)/TERP (Braastad et al., 2002; Connelly et
all of the genes on human chromosomes 21 and 22.al., 1998; Galgoczy et al., 2001; Platzer et al., 1997;
Among 144 known genes located on chromosome 21,Shimada et al., 1989; Xu et al., 1997). We have found
31 genes (22%) were arranged divergently and within 1an additional locus with such a divergent configuration,
kb. Likewise, among 319 known genes on chromosomeFEN1/C11orf10 (N.A. and M.R.L., unpublished obser-
22, 56 genes (18%) were arranged divergently and withinvation).
1 kb (see Figure 1B legend regarding calculation of theSince the BRCA1, DNA-PKcs, ATM, MSH3, Ku86,
percentage of bidirectional genes). We therefore con-and FEN1 genes are implicated in DNA repair, we used
clude that closely located genes arranged in a divergentthe genome browser of the University of California at
configuration are a common organizational motif of theSanta Cruz (http://genome.ucsc.edu/) to examine the
human genome. Chromosome 21 has one of the lowestorganization of other human DNA repair genes (Ronen
gene densities, whereas chromosome 22 is a gene-richand Glickman, 2001; Wood et al., 2001). Among 120
chromosome (Wright et al., 2001). This indicates thatgenes examined, 50 genes (42%) were arranged in a
the divergent (bidirectional) feature has no correlationbidirectionally divergent configuration where both tran-
with gene density per se.scription start sites were less than 1 kb apart (Figure
Another analysis that considered only known genes1B and Supplemental Figure S1A available online at
concluded that the average intergenic distance for diver-http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/109/5/807/DC1).
gent genes was 73 kb on chromosome 21 and 20 kbEven more surprisingly, 40 of these 50 gene pairs were
on chromosome 22 (Chen et al., 2002). The differencesless than 300 bp apart, and in some cases, the two
between the analyses are as follows. First, we includedgenes were overlapping. We omitted (as upstream gene
spliced ESTs, mRNAs, and hypothetical genes with con-candidates) any unspliced ESTs as well as any predicted
served vertebrate homologs. This roughly doubles thegenes with no corresponding spliced ESTs or homologs
number of transcription units considered and is consis-in other vertebrate organisms. Therefore, given the pres-
tent with similar estimates made based on the entireence of untranslated RNA genes or undiscovered ESTs,
these values might even be underestimates. (As informa- human genome (Wright et al., 2001). Second, database
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Figure 1. A Divergent (Bidirectional) Gene
Configuration Occurs Frequently in the Hu-
man Genome, Especially for DNA Repair
Genes
(A) Schematic representation of a head-to-
head gene organization. A CpG island is a
common feature observed within bidirection-
ally divergent loci. Gray arrows indicate tran-
scription start sites.
(B) The transcription units in most bidirec-
tional loci are within 300 bp. The category
“300 bp” includes some loci where two
genes are overlapping in their divergent
(head-to-head) configuration. In categories
“300 bp,” “300 bp–1 kb,” and “1 kb–10 kb,”
only the divergent loci are included. Hence,
any loci where two genes are arranged in ei-
ther tandem (also known as head-to-tail) or
convergent (also known as tail-to-tail) orien-
tation are included in the category “other.”
The number of genes stated is for known
genes only, but the upstream gene for any
divergent (or convergent or tandem) pair can
be either a known gene or a putative gene
(spliced EST, mRNA, or hypothetical protein with evolutionary conservation). Hence, the percentages are calculated as (bidirectional known
genes/known genes analyzed)  100. This means that the putative genes are not in the denominator of this percentage calculation. See
Supplemental Figure S1 available online at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/109/5/807/DC1 for additional details.
updates have extended the 5UTR for many genes, CpG island promoters function, in contrast to tissue-
specific promoters. It is conceivable that a substantialbringing them closer. Third, the mean intergenic dis-
tance would represent the average of the close gene fraction of CpG island promoters function in a manner
that lends itself to bidirectional transcription.pairs described here and the larger number of more
distantly spaced genes. Hence, the numerical mean in- Whatever the biological significance, in gene knock-
out studies that utilize mouse ES or human somatictergenic distance overlooks the interesting subset of
close gene pairs (1 kb, and, particularly,0.3 kb) high- cells, such close proximity must be kept in mind to
ensure that only one gene is being disrupted. Specifi-lighted here. We find that subsets of extremely close
( 0.3 kb) convergent gene pairs and close tandem (two cally, disrupting only the promoter region and/or the first
exon may be more challenging than previously thought.genes in the same direction) gene pairs occurred at
70% and 0% of the frequency of divergent gene pairs, Similarly, in human diseases, when mutations occur in
promoter regions, we must consider the possibility thatrespectively, in a randomly chosen 7 Mb segment of
human chromosome 22 (base position 32,500,000 to two genes are affected in some of these cases rather
than only one.39,500,000). In the same region, convergent pairs and
tandem gene pairs within 1 kb of each other occurred
Noritaka Adachi1,2 and Michael R. Lieber1,3at a frequency of 82% and 64%, respectively, of the
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